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ABSTRACT: The brain tumor is abnormal growth of cells inside the head which causes injury to the other cells 
essential for functioning of human brain. The brain tumor detection is a  challenging task due to the complex structure of 
human brain. MRI[magnetic resonance  images] image are generated from MRI. Scanners using strong magnetic fields 
and radio waves to form images of the body to help in medical diagnosis. Identification of exact tumor location and its 
segmentation is then performed by using region growing techniques.  Image segmentation is the most critical function in 
image analysis and processing.This work gives  detect the tumor in human brain using MRI images,using image 
segmentation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Segmentation is the process of partitioning an image into contrasting types segments. In medicinal imaging, these 
segments often correspond to particular tissue classes, organs, pathologies, or other biologically relevant structures. 
Medical image segmentation is made low assessment, noise, and other imaging ambiguities. even though there are 
numerous computer imaginative and prescient techniques for image segmentation, some have been adapted specially 
for medical image processing 
 

BRAIN TUMOR 
 Brain tumor is an uncontrollable and abnormal growth of cells in the brain. Brain Tumors are of two types- 
primary or benign brain tumors and metastasis or malignant brain tumors. Primary brain tumors start and spread only in 
the brain. Metastasis brain tumors can initiate somewhere in the body as cancer and extend to the brain. Various 
methods, which are available in diagnosis, are expert opinion, human inspection, biopsy, and etc. These methods have 
some drawbacks like time consumption, incorrect inspection etc. So image processing techniques can be helpful to 
detect brain tumor. There are various medical imaging techniques like X-ray, computed tomography (CT), positron 
emission tomography (PET), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), are available for tumor detection. The MRI is the most 
commonly used modality for brain tumor growth imaging and location detection due to its higher resolution. Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI) is an imaging technique which non-invasively provides high contrast images of different 
anatomical structures. It provides better differentiation of tissues than other medical imaging techniques. Evaluation and 
analysis of MRI images by radiologists is error-prone and time consuming. Hence radiologists can use an algorithmic 
image processing for brain tumor diagnosis in MR images, especially due to large alterations in shape and size of 
structures needs to be considered for brain tumor detection and segmentation.  
 In clinical practices, the early detection and awareness of talent tumors precisely is very vital. In literature, there 
are many strategies has been proposed by means of distinctive researchers for the accurate segmentation of intelligence 
tumor. Some discoveries such as X-rays, ultrasound, radioactivity, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computed 
tomography and the improvement of tools that can generate medical images have facilitated the improvement of some of 
the most efficient exploration equipment in medicine. Such equipment are succesful of exploring the structure, function 
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and the illnesses that affect the human brain, and deals with the cancer-affected vicinity of the brain.The essential goal 
for the medical researchers given that from last few decades is the curing intelligence tumors, however the constructing 
of new strategies for redress requires greater time as nicely as money. Medical science but desires to discover all the 
fundamental motives of different kinds of cancers and then develop the methods to therapy them before Genius tumors 
improvement starts. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is high-quality clinical imaging, in particular for Genius 
imaging. MRI inside the human body is helpful to see the degree of detail.Doctors have principal technical and monetary 
importance of reliable and quick detection and classification of intelligence cancer, based totally on frequent practices. 
Most of the technicians are slow, less responsible,and this is difficult to quantify possessa degree of subjectivity. For the 
early detection of intelligence tumors therearemany imaging techniques for diagnostics cause are presented. These 
imaging methods are Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), and Computed 
Tomography (CT).Among this allimaging techniques, MRI is most environment friendly for the lookup of intelligence 
tumor detection and classification as compared to different imaging techniques. This is because of excessive distinction 
of soft tissues, excessive spatial decision as properly as it does not produce any dangerous radiation Reliable and quick 
detection and classification of talent cancer. Although MRI and the tumor about the dimension of being capable to 
furnish information, it is unable to classify tumor types, invasive strategies such as biopsy and spinal applications, which 
are painful and time ingesting methods. In this work  aiming to take overview of specific techniques of brain tumor 
image segmentation.Aiming to current the different MRI snap shots segmentation methods.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 : Brain Tumor Detection 
 

Acquisition of  image In image acquisition the color image is converted into gray-scale image. 
Classification of image In classification it's take MRI as a input and  check the input is in the form of image or text. 
Noise Reduction It's a process of checking the problems in the images. It'sfind problems in this image then it reduced 
error image then display the original image. 
Detection of Tumor It detects the tumor whether in image or not. 
Segmentation In segmentation, it divide the image in no of segment then it find the center of the image by using 
watershed algorithm. It works in circular manner and detect the image. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
 

K.Bhime,A.jagan, proposed demonstrates the advanced accuracy for mind tumor detection in as compared to the 
presented methodologies. also the principal identified bottleneck of the latest studies effects are restrained to detection of 
brain tumor and the overall analyses of internal structure of the brain is often neglected being one of the maximum 
crucial issue for sickness detection. Has proposed also explores the possibilities of identifying the brain regions with 
potential problems.[1] 
Gilles Beaudoin, and Jacques A. De guise. This method research the statistical residences of the clamor mounted in 
numerous medical images. The technique is mainly designed for types of noise with uncorrelated fluctuations. Such 
signal fluctuations are commonly created in the bodily processes of imaging rather than inside the tissue texture.diverse 
types of noise often make a contribution to degrade scientific pics; the general noise is usually assumed to be additive 
with a zero-suggest, steady-variance Gaussian distribution. . We gift a method to extract the relationship between picture 
intensity and the noise variance and to assess the corresponding parameters. The technique became implemented 
successfully to MRI[magnetic resonance images] with exceptional acquisition sequences and to several styles of X-ray 
CT imaging for the information reconstructed images.[2] 
M. Hari Krishnan and R. Viswanathan. Image filtering is a technique to preserve vital sign factors including edges, 
smoothing the details of the photograph to make image seem clean and sharpener. among all the non linear principles to 
suppress Gaussian noise, the bushy logic primarily based processes are crucial as they may be capable of reasoning with 
indistinct and uncertain records. in this observe, we present a brand new technique for the noise discount of photos 
contaminated with Gaussian noise by means of using fuzzy picture filter with the assist of fuzzy regulations which make 
use of membership functionsis offered. In this text, fuzzy spinoff concept is likewise implemented to perform fuzzy 
smoothing. This approach affords better input for in addition photograph processing techniques and additionally it 
increases the evaluation of the pics, high-quality info and sharpening the rims as well. in this look at, contrast is also 
made with the existing noise reduction techniques with the aid of numerical measures and visual inspection.[3] 
Meenakshi and Anandhakumar.  They emphasised that MRI are useful for studying mind images due to its high-
accuracy rate. Detection of the mind tumor has become a challenging task. Most of the existing techniques use machine 
learning techniques to detect brain tumor, but still they suffered due to wrong diagnosis. The proposed technique 
combines the clustering and classification algorithm to minimize the error rate. Segmentation task is performed using 
orthonormal operators and classification using BPN. Images having  tumors are processed using K-means clustering and 
significant accuracy rate of 75% is obtained.[4] 
Kumar And Mehta. Segmentation consequences will now not be correct if the tumor edges are not sharp, and this 
situation takes place at some stage in the preliminary level of tumor. Texture-based totally approach is proposed on this 
paper. together with mind tumor detection, segmentation is also done automatically the usage of this approach. The 
proposed texture evaluation and seeded region method was implemented in MATLAB environment the usage of 25 MRI 
images.[5] 
Padole and Chaudhari. They proposed an efficient technique for brain tumor detection. One of the maximum essential 
steps in tumor detection is segmentation. Combination of  general algorithms, suggest shift and normalized cut is 
executed to hit upon the brain tumor surface area in mri. Pre-processing step is first done by way of the use of the imply 
shift set of rules as a way to shape segmented regions. Inside the next step location nodes clustering are processed by 
way of ncut approach. Inside the final step,the mind tumor is detected through element analysis.[6] 
Deshmukh,Chaya Jadhav The segmentation of intelligence tumor is composed of many stages. The manual procedure 
of doing the segmentation of brain MR snap shots is very time consumption and tedious task, and it's related with many 
challenges. Automatic segmentation method for intelligence images. There are many strategies presented to inspect the 
overall performance of automated computerized talent tumor detection for the clinical analysis purpose. In this evaluate 
paper, our predominant purpose is to current the review of unique intelligence tumor segmentation methods using the 
MR images.[7]. 
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Table 1: Brain Tumor Detection 
 

S.NO     AUTHOR  BRAIN TUMOR TECHNIQUES 
       1  K.Bhime,A.jagan, Analysis brain tumor 
       2 Gilles Beaudoin, and Jacques A. De guise Gaussian distribution  method 
       3 M. Hari Krishnan and R. Viswanathan Image filtering 
       4 Meenakshi and Anandhakumar Mri images clustering and classification 

algorithm 
       5 Kumar And Mehta Segmentation in MATLAB 
       6 Padole and Chaudhari. Brain tumor detection 

       7 Deshmukh,Chaya Jadhav Tumor identification using segmentation 
 

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

 In this paper, medical segmentation has a  future because the everyday images segmentation and has emerge as the 
center of present day studies. This  papers explains the thorough clarification from various authors about how to 
remove of noise in medical image by different methods. The MATLAB simulation is carried on specific mind pix and 
tumor is detected the usage of picture segmentationand best global thresholding. Medical image segmentation faces 
segmentation faces a tough problem in photo processing and computer imaginative and prescient. 
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